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Abstract—Energy consumption is becoming a major subject
when designing, developing and running programs. Most developers code and run their applications in an energy oblivious
manner, mostly because of a lack of energy-related knowledge
about their system. This problem also exists in the realm of
executable domain-specific modeling languages, where end-users
create models conforming to a given meta-model and execute
them with little knowledge about their operational semantic and
related energy consumption. In this work, we propose a domainspecific language for decorating meta-models of executable languages with platform-specific energy estimation formulas. We
also extend the GEMOC execution engine to dynamically perform
energy estimations on any executable model conforming to the
decorated meta-model. The energy estimation model defined can
then be easily adapted to other models and platforms, without
requiring any measurement tooling or knowledge from the enduser.
Index Terms—Model-Driven Engineering, xDSMLs, Energy
Estimation

I. I NTRODUCTION
In 2007, Jed Scaramella stated that in the realm of datacenters, for each $1.00 spent on new hardware, an additional
$0.50 is spent on power and cooling [23]. This same year, the
estimated greenhouse emissions from the IT sector represented
about 2% of the total human activity [25]. Several studies show
that this amount keeps on growing, and is expected to grow
even more in the future: up to 23% of the global greenhouse
emissions of human activities, and as much as 51% of the
global electricity in the worst-case scenarios [1].
Even if several hardware optimizations successfully manage to reduce the energy consumption of computers [20],
[13], [26], a considerable amount of this energy is due to
the software executed on it [6], [22]. Implementing energyefficient applications should be the main focus for developers.
Nevertheless, studies show that the majority of them do
not consider energy efficiency when developing or do not
know enough about the energy consumption of their programs
for doing more efficient design choices [18], [19]. Having
feedbacks about the energy consumption of their programs
would help towards that purpose. However, deploying energy
measurement tools is complex, and often requires knowledge
about systems, software analysis, or hardware properties [17],
[10].
This is especially true in the realm of executable domainspecific modeling languages (xDSMLs), where end-users do
not necessarily know, or consider, the implementation of the
operational semantics of their language. To help end-users
improve the energy efficiency of the executable models they

design, we propose in this paper a generic approach for
estimating the energy consumption of their execution. This
approach does not require any measurement tooling from
the end-user, nor any knowledge about energy consumption,
and can provide estimations about the energy consumption of
any executed model, on the platform for which it has been
designed.
Our contributions towards that purpose are the following:
(1) A domain-specific language (DSL) for specifying energyestimation formulas. This DSL can be attached to any xDSML
in the GEMOC language workbench and can be used for
estimating the energy consumption of all the executable
models conforming to this meta-model, and for a specific
platform. This DSL is meant to be used by qualified DSL
engineers, or energy measurement specialists with knowledge
of the xDMSL. (2) An extension of the GEMOC modeling
workbench to estimate the energy consumption of running
models using the modeled energy-estimation formulas. This
work is the first step towards a fully generic, automated, and
validated approach for estimating the energy consumption of
any interpreted DSL.
This paper is organized as follow: Section II presents related
work about energy estimation and measurement, Section III
presents our approach for modeling and evaluating energy
estimation formulas, Section IV discusses the approach, and
Section V concludes the paper and proposes some future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we present some related work on energy
estimation and measurements. We group this work according
to the measurement level to which the approach is applied.
Power meters. Power-meters are external devices, usually
plugged to the power supply of the computers they monitor [27], [15], [14]. Their main benefit is that they do not
require any modification of the hardware, nor the software,
to measure the power consumed by the system. Nonetheless,
the metrics obtained are coarse-grained: they include the entire
system’s power consumption and require heavier analysis than
the remaining of the approaches. They measure power at a
fixed frequency: from 1 Hz1 to 500 kHz, on an external device.
This implies cumbersome and error-prone analysis, to correlate
running programs with the measured power consumptions.
Specialized systems for energy monitoring. Specialized
systems are designed and deployed to enable fine-grained
1 1 Hz

corresponds to one cycle per second

energy measurements. The most popular ones are Atom
L EAP [24] and Spartan F PGA [21]. Such systems embed multiple sensors, plugged to several parts of the system (e.g., CPU,
disks, RAM), and can perform fine-grained measurements at
high frequencies. The main drawback of such systems is that
they require extremely specific tooling and operating system,
and hence are not easily accessible to most developers and
xDSMLs end-users.
Application level monitoring tools. Several software and
middleware applications or libraries can be queried at the
software level to measure or estimate the energy consumption
of a given application. Their main benefits are that they do
not require any hardware tweaking, can be used on popular
exploitation systems, and are accurate as they can measure
the energy consumption of a given running process. The most
used ones are R APL, an Intel feature easily accessible on
Unix-based system [8]; J R APL, a Java library enabling highlevel access to R APL [16]; and P OWER API, a middleware
solution providing process-level power estimations at custom
frequencies [3]. The main drawback of this approach is that
using these applications during the software development
lifecycle requires knowledge about dynamic analysis, and
applying it in the realm of xDSMLs requires tweaking the
operational semantics of the language, or the execution engine.
Furthermore, the values measured might be inaccurate and
influenced by the state of the system, making the approach
complicated to use for developers and xDSMLs end-users.
Model-level monitoring.
Little work has been done in
the realm of xDSMLs for enabling energy-aware design and
modeling. Luca Berardinelli et. al., propose an extension of
the Agilla Modeling Language (AML) with an instruction
triggering energy measurements of nodes in Wireless Sensors
Network (WSN) [2]. The energy measured is then used for
predicting and optimizing the design of the WSN, towards a
better energy-awareness. This approach is platform-specific as
it requires a WSN running a specialized exploitation system
and only focuses on AML.
Compared to the related work, our approach is meant to
be used regardless of the operating system, does not require
any hardware device, does not require any knowledge about
dynamic analysis from the end-user, and can be used on any
xDSMLs designed with the GEMOC language workbench.
III. A PPROACH
This section presents our approach for specifying generic
energy estimations and dynamically evaluating them. An implementation is available on GitHub2 . Figure 1 proposes an
overview of the approach and its three actors implied in it: the
DSL Engineer, who knows the meta-programming approach
and can design an executable meta-model with its operational
semantic, the end-user who knows the executable meta-model
(or a DSL), creates executable models conforming to it and
runs them using the execution engine, and finally the Energy
Estimation (EE) Specialist, who knows the EE meta-model,
2 https://github.com/atlanmod/energy-estimation-language
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Fig. 1. Overview of the approach.

the operational semantics of the execution meta-model, and
the platform on which the models are executed.
Whereas the DSL engineer and end-user actors are rather
common in the realm of xDSMLs [5], the (EE) specialist is a
novelty. She has enough knowledge about energy estimation
and measurement to specify generic estimations and associate
them with the xDSML.
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Energy estimation meta-model. Figure 2 depicts the metamodel we propose for specifying energy calculations. The
Platform entity is the root element of the meta-model and
refers to a specific system. It contains Variables and Estimations. The former defines valued entities that are either defined
once for the platform (i.e., Global) or once for each instance
conforming to the targeted entity (i.e., Local). Variables can
be used for defining local counters, or system attributes,
according to the needs of the EE Specialist. The latter defines
the formulas used for estimating the energy consumed by the
executable model. These formulas are defined as OCL queries
and return Double values. Each estimation refers to a Target
entity, which is either a MetaClass in the execution metamodel, or an Operation in its operational semantic.
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Dynamic estimation. To perform dynamic energy estimation for executable models, we extended the existing GEMOC
modeling workbench [4], to accept EE models as additional
input for the model execution. Furthermore, an execution
listener is added to the execution engine. This execution
listener is called every time a Step annotated operation [5] is
executed in the operational semantics of the xDSML. There, a
simple check is performed, verifying if any estimation in the
EE model targets either the running operation, or a meta-class
the running object is an instance of.
If an estimation targeting the running entity exists, its contained OCL Query is executed on that entity. Our current approach returns a double value, corresponding to an estimation
of the energy consumed by the execution of that entity. This
value can be then used for providing a graphical representation
of the energy consumption of the model or stored for any
future usage. Existing work on quantity specifications could be
applied here, to return other types of energy estimations, such
as probability distributions or measurement uncertainty [7].
Example of an energy estimation. To illustrate our approach, we propose a simple use-case, where a DSL Engineer
designs a Petri Net meta-model and an EE Specialist defines an
EE model for a specific platform (a laptop running on Ubuntu
18.04, with an Intel Core i5-7200U), as shown in Figure 3.
This EE model associates an EE formula to the fire()
operation defined in the operational semantics of the Petri
Net meta-model. This formula, defined in OCL, estimates the
energy consumption of fire() according to the number of
inputs and outputs of the Transition. A variable is defined in
the EE model and used in this estimation. This variable is the
Thermal Design Power (tdp) of the CPU, a system attribute
used for estimating the power consumption [12], [3]. The
execution engine replaces this variable by its value in the OCL

formula before evaluating it, hence returning an estimation of
the energy consumed by the execution of fire().
Finally, a Petri Net is modeled by an end-user, as represented in Figure 4. The EE model and this Petri Net are given
as inputs to the execution engine. The engine thus runs the
model and estimates the energy consumption of the fire()
operation for each Transition executed. The OCL formula
in the EE model would evaluate the first transition energy
consumption to 292.5 mJ and the second transition energy
consumption to 315 mJ.
IV. D ISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the accuracy of our approach for
defining energy estimation formulas, how EE specialists can
define them, and the interest of dynamic analysis.
Estimation accuracy.
First of all, the accuracy of the
estimation calculated depends on the formula specified by the
EE specialist. To evaluate the accuracy of such formula, measurements with specialized tools should be performed on the
running model and compared with the estimation. We consider
a formula to be accurate if, with enough model executions, the
energy estimation calculated converges towards the average
energy consumptions measured. This can be defined as:
E(p) ≈

n−1
1X
mx (p)
n x=0

where E(p) is the estimated energy consumption of entity
p, mi (p) is the i-nth measure of the energy consumption of p,
and n the number of measurements to perform until the values
obtained are stable.
Defining energy estimation formulas. The EE specialists
have to define accurate energy estimation formulas to attach
to the meta-elements of an execution meta-model. To define
such formulas, the specialist needs several executable models
conforming to the execution meta-model, to cover the majority of the execution scenarios. Multiple measured model
executions have to be performed to obtain accurate energy
measurements. EE formulas can then be defined by performing
a thorough study of the operational semantics of the xDSML,
and analyzing the energy measurements obtained.
This approach is similar to eCalc, where the energy consumption of each byte-code instructions (execution metaelements) in the language is measured, to estimate the energy

consumption of all programs (executable models) compiling
to bytecode [11].
Static vs. Dynamic energy estimation. Our current approach focuses on a dynamic analysis: the estimations are
performed at runtime, and directly on the running entities.
However, considering the Petri Net used as an example in
Figure 4, the same energy estimation could have been performed statically. Performing a dynamic analysis ensures that
the estimated entities are really executed. A static analysis
would be either less precise (e.g., providing EE of nonexecuted entities) or slower (e.g., considering all the possible
execution scenarios) [9]. Nonetheless, statically estimating the
energy consumption of the executable models at design time
could effectively help end-user taking more energy-efficient
decisions when designing the executable models. We will
consider this in future work.
Finally, our current EE meta-model cannot estimate some
specific xDSMLs accurately. This includes model executions
depending on external inputs or events and non-deterministic
operational semantics. In a nutshell, all the executable models
where the execution duration (and, de facto, energy consumption), cannot be estimated at the xDSML level. Future work
will also focus on those cases.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
This paper is the first step towards a generic approach for
estimating the energy consumption of any executable model.
We propose a meta-model for specifying energy estimation,
along with an extension of the GEMOC modeling workbench
enabling the dynamic energy estimation of executable models.
Our future work will empirically evaluate our approach by
comparing the energy estimations of several executable models, on multiple platforms, to energy measurements obtained
with specialized tooling. Furthermore, a dedicated language
will be proposed to specify the measurements. Finally, more
research will be performed to automatize the generation of EE
formulas.
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